Turn Insulation and Mica Tape Kits

Power and Composite Technologies has a wide variety of turn insulation and mica tape in stock and ready to meet customer needs for any width or length.

- Any width or length
- “B” stage and dry mica product materials in stock
- Complete kits in 5 days
- Nomex™, glass-reinforced or hybrid
- No minimums
- OEM certified
- Ventilated or non-ventilated

**Backed by**

**PCT Knowledge** — Our engineering team has earned dozens of worldwide patents related to electrical insulation, composite materials and turbo-generator design.

**PCT Experience** — Since 1994, we have designed and delivered highly-engineered component solutions, encompassing millions of parts, involving the industry’s broadest product line, to nearly all of the world’s turbo-generator OEMs.

**PCT Proven Performance** — With our passionate “first to respond, first to deliver” ethos, and our OEM-qualified and ISO-certified manufacturing facilities in the USA, Europe and Asia, we provide unparalleled response times and total delivered value to our worldwide customer base.

Call our Sales Engineering staff with your most demanding applications. They love a challenge.
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www.pactinc.com